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Making The Next Step
You’ve been shooting trap for a while, scoring consistently at both 16 yards and longer
distances. Now you feel like you are ready for some new challenges. The good news for you is
that there are some fun games out there that will test your skill.
Many shooting clubs, and VOMTC is no exception, offer different venues and levels of
competition where you can get involved at your own pace. These can run the gamut from
meat shoots, where you compete to win prizes such as a turkey or corned beef, through
league shoots and club shoots where belt buckles are commonly awarded as trophies, t
formal competition sanctioned by one of the two governing bodies; 
ATA
or 
PITA
.
Meat shoots are a lot of fun, and who doesn’t want to win dinner? Typically the format is
squads of five shooters firing five shots each and the best score of that squad wins the
meat. Ties are broken in shootoffs and that’s where the gamesmanship, and fun, really
begins.

League shoots, such as the 
North Bay League
shoot that VOMTC will host in June, are
often put on by a consortium of clubs in a region. A series of monthly shoots is held at each
of the involved clubs with a “grand”, or championship, shoot at the end of the season.
Winners at each shoot typically receive a belt buckle, but there are many other “plays”
within these shoots that often involve a cash prize.

Club shoots are often the best jumping off point for a beginner. Our summer club shoot
series at VOMTC is fairly typical; 50 targets at 16 yards, 50 targets at a “handicap” distance
and 25 pairs of doubles, for 150 targets in all. The better news is that you don’t always have
to shoot all three stages. Some shooters, particularly newer ones, may want to forego the
doubles event to focus on singles and handicap. Prizes are awarded by classification based

on demonstrated level of skill; AA are the top shooters, followed by A, B, C, and D. In
handicap skill level is expressed in distance; short handicap is 1922 yards, mid level is
2326, and the top shooters will go from the back of the field at 27 yards.
The process at a club shoot starts in the morningwith squadding. Groups of friends will
often squad together at every shoot, but it’s just as fun to meet new people and I will often
squad with people I don’t know. Squadding is also gender blind; ladies and men, girls and
boys, all can be squadded together as we see below.

The old business about women not being able to compete at the same level as men is out
the window on a clay field. Just ask 
Kim Rhode
, the only American to win an individual
medal in five consecutive Olympics; first in trap and more recently in skeet.
If you have a classification and an established handicap yardage, you will be squadded
with people who have a similar profiles for safety on the field and so that each competitor
on a squad is fairly matched in ability. If you don’t have a classification the committee will
assign you typically to either B or C for singles and 22 yards for handicap. With each club
shoot you participate in your scores will be recorded until, after 200 shots, your actual
classification and handicap will be established. You’ll pay for the events you want to
compete in, and this can include extra games where a cash prize is awarded. Quite often
our shoots will run a Calcutta on the handicap portion where if you enter others have the

opportunity to bid at auction on your score if they think you can win. The highest score in
the handicap competion wins, with the shooter and the person who bought them splitting a
cash prize.
The sanctioned competitions are the most rigorous. Targets are “registered” meaning they
conform to a specific standard of flight, you must be a member of the governing
organization, scores are recorded by the governing body, and they have formalized
rulebooks which must be understood by all shooters. These competitions start as local
shoots, which in turn feed up to regional shoots. Winners of regional shoots compete at the
state level for the opportuntiy to go to a “grand” which is the sanctioning bodies annual
championship. The PITA Grand is held annually in Washington while the ATA Grand
American takes place in Illinois, and shooters who get to that level can often fire tens of
thousands of rounds in a year for both practice and competition. Like any other sport, to
compete at the highest level involves an investment of time and resources but the
satisfaction of being the best is a powerful attraction.

No matter how you slice it there is nothing quite like participating in a competition to test
the skills and abilities you’ve worked so hard to hone. Winning is great, but the learning
opportunity is perhaps an even greater benefit.

Remember, that there are NRA Certified Instructors at trap six and seven on every public
day who can help you improve your skills and help you discover your personal solution.
See you again soon with another shooting tip, but in the meantime, remember to keep
those muzzles pointed to the ground when not on the firing line, and keep those actions
open whenever you are not actually shooting.
Safety first, foremost and always! 
Frank


